Everest Experience Flight | Duration: 1 Day Days |
Cost: $215
Everest Experience is a close-encounter mountain flight-seeing tour with small aircraft. Indulge in the panorama
and may be, you might realize what you have been missing, or find what you have been looking for, all this
while.After all a trip to Nepal would be incomplete without truly understanding what really makes it
beautiful.Nothing compares to the sheer beauty or awe, the Himalayas has to offer. Take the mother of all
mountain flights, the Everest Experience where we put you, one on one with Mt. Everest, so close that you can
almost touch it. For those who are restricted by time or other considerations from going trekking, these flights
offer a panoramic view of the Himalayan in just one hour. Even those visitors who like the rigors of trek still do
not miss the opportunity to conquer the mountains in one fell swoop. Travelers take off from Kathmandu in the
early morning for an hours worth of spectacular mountain scenery. As the aircraft lifts up and heads towards the
east, passengers do not have to wait too long to find out what's in store for them. There they are-the mountains,
as they always have been. Beat The Monsoon you need not to worry even if there are monsoon clouds on the
day of your mountain flight because they are usually up to 20,000 feet and our is the only airline in Nepal to fly
over these clouds operating at 25,000 feet. Thus, the spectacular Himalayas will not be hidden from you even
during the monsoon, in our flight. Our aircrafts are the American Beech 1900D, French-Italian ATR 42-300 or
ATR-72-500, which have all the modern avionics, instruments and airframe that are in a modern jetliner. We fly
everyday all year round; please check out the possibilities as soon as possible since we are fully booked up
during the season. Note: On-Demand experience

At a Glance:
Tour code: DEXF005
Style: Day Tour
Grading:
Suitable for: Everyone
Duration: 1 Day
Start in: Kathmandu |Hotel
End in: Kathmandu |Hotel
Transport: Private
Price: 215

Highlights of the tour:
Flight starts at early in the morning
Mt. Everest 20 miles from your window
Witness fantastic Himalayan peaks, lakes and glaciers
50 minutes flight with guaranteed window seat
Enjoy breathtaking views of iconic mountain
Life time experiencing to see top of the world

What's Included:
Airport transfer as specified
50 minute flight
Flight Certificate

What's Not Included:
Travel Insurance
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